Baltic summer school: technical Informatics and information technology
Vilnius Gediminas Technical University
20.07 – 04.08 2013

Transportation Options from the Airport to the VGTU dormitory (Saulėtekio al. 39A):
•

Taxi from airport: you can take a metered taxi out front of the airport (Note: this will cost approximately 4 times the average rate), so we
suggest phone numbers to call taxi that come to airport:
o +370 5 244 4444
o +370 5 230 0600
o +370 698 53685
o +370 5 266 6666
It should cost you around 25-30 Lt.

•

Bus from airport. You can see in the map one of the way.
o Bus no. 3G from “Oro uostas” stop going to “Europos aikštė”
o Then you need to cross the street underground to reach other stop
across the street
o Bus no. 4G or trolley no. 19 from “Europos aikštė” stop going to
“Senoji plytinė” (the last stop)
You can buy ticket at drivers - one ride will cost you 3,50 Lt. Public
transport is working during aprox. 5 am – 23 pm.

•

You can find additional information on Vilnius public transportation website:
http://www.vilniustransport.lt

Welcome meeting. The programme will start at 9 am on 20th July (Saturday) “Welcome meeting” at VGTU library (Saulėtekio al. 14) – point A.
Registration will be during 8:30 – 9:00. If you will need Sandra Griškaitė will wait for you at VGTU dormitory (point B) entry at 8:30 and will give
you a way to VGTU library.

VGTU student campus

Your main contacts during your stay:
BaSoTi VGTU
coordinator

Social programme
coordinator

International programme
manager

Volunteer

Volunteer

VGTU academic
coordinator

Lina Šarkaitė
+370 687 77074
lina.sarkaite@vgtu.lt

Petras Staselis
+370 650 14930

Justina Pluktaitė
+370 626 98978
justina.pluktaite@vgtu.lt

Sandra Griškaitė
+370 614 23619
griskaite.sandra@gmail.com

Juozas Auškalnis
+370 687 17402
juozas.auskalnis@vgtu.lt

Mindaugas Rybokas
+370 5 274 4846
mindaugas.rybokas@vgtu.lt

Wifi
During your stay your Eduarom wireless connection: username: stud and password: stud

Telephone
All summer school students will receive SIM card with Lithuanian phone number on 20th July (Saturday) Welcome meeting.

Social programme
Just to let you know more about your social programme that waits for you during BaSoTi summer school.

Social Events and Excursions
20th July, Saturday
Guided city tour, Vilnius Old Town.
Pick-up time - 19:00
Pick-up point - VGTU main building (Saulėtekio al. 11,
Vilnius).
Meeting point - In front of the Cathedral Bell Tower.

The Old Town of Vilnius, one of the largest surviving medieval old towns in Central Europe. It is a place where
some of Europe's greatest architectural styles - gothic, renaissance, baroque and neoclassical - stand side by side
and complement each other. In 1994 the Vilnius Old Town was included in the UNESCO World Heritage List (No.
541) in recognition of its universal value and originality. In 2009 Vilnius was European Culture Capital together with Austrian Linz.

Get together
20:30
Informal get-together event, "Berneliai" Restaurant (A. Vienuolio
g.1/Gedimino pr. 19, Vilnius)
Traditional Lithuanian dinner. Lithuanian cuisine features the products
suited to its cool and moist northern climate: barley, potatoes, rye, beets,
greens, and mushrooms are locally grown, and dairy products are one of its
specialties. Since it shares its climate and agricultural practices with

Eastern Europe, Lithuanian cuisine has much in common with other Eastern European and Jewish cuisines. Nevertheless, it has its own
distinguishing features, which were formed by a variety of influences during the country’s long and difficult history.
Every region in Lithuania has preserved its original traditional dishes. The Aukštaitija residents are experts in flour and freshwater fish dishes
and their culinary heritage is member of the European Culinary Heritage. The Žemaitija residents are excellent cooks of potatoe, vegetable and
dairy meals. People from Suvalkija are unrivalled in smoked meat products. Residents of Dzūkija specialize in dishes of forest products as well
as cakes. The most savoury smoked fish can be tested in Lithuania Minor and on both shores of the Curonian Lagoon.
In Lithuania people usually eat three meals each day. Breakfast is between 7 and 9 am, the main meal between 12 and 3 pm, and a lighter
meal between 6 and 8 pm. In rural areas, meals are eaten earlier than in urban areas. For the midday meal most people either go home or eat
in cafeterias at work. Toasts are often made during meals, whether guests are present or not.

23d July, Tuesday
Fancy Hunting, Vilnius Old Town.
Pick-up time - 19:00
Pick-up point - VGTU main building (Saulėtekio al. 11, Vilnius).
Meeting point - In front of the Cathedral Bell Tower.
Fancy hunting in Vilnius. To succeed in this photo shooting
adventure participants act out their wildest ideas. Photos taken from
the adventure will make you smile even years after! The goal of the
event is to use the teams resources to locate the places on photos
and shoot the photo of the same object. Your team should be on the
photo as well. There are exact rules written on each photo how the
team has to be on that specific photo. Some of the rules are pretty
crazy... After the activity review of the pictures and glas of beer for every participant.

26th July, Friday
Excursion to Trakai and Island Castle / Restaurant "Kybynlar"

11 :00
Pick-up point - VGTU library (Saulėtekio
al. 14, Vilnius).

Trakai is a historic city and lake resort in Lithuania. It lies 28 km west of Vilnius. A notable feature of Trakai is that the town was built and
preserved by people of different nationalities. Historically, communities of Karaims, Tatars, Lithuanians, Russians, Jews and Poles lived here.
Trakai castle is a unique castle which is the only one of its type in the entire Eastern Europe. The castle is surrounded by waters on all four
sides and is called the Trakai Island Castle. Though constructed in 1410 just after the famous Battle of Grünenwald as a defense fortress, it was
turned into a residence of Grand Dukes of Lithuania Vytautas and Kęstutis.
After excursion Karaites style lunch in restaurant Kybynlar.

27th July, Saturday
Brain battle together with conference speakers and alumni, Bar "Juoda raudona" ("Black red")
Pick-up time - 19:00
Pick-up point - VGTU main building (Saulėtekio al. 11,
Vilnius).
Meeting point - Vienuolio str. 4, Vilnius.
Brain Battle. After the game light lunch and glass of beer.

30th July, Tuesday
Evening talk at Vilnius Gediminas Technical University
19:00
Pick-up point - VGTU canteen (Saulėtekio al. 11, Vilnius).
Snacks and drinks during the talk.

2nd August, Friday
Farewell party
Pick-up time - 18:30
Pick-up point - VGTU main building (Saulėtekio al. 11, Vilnius).
Meeting point - Vienuolio str. 4, Vilnius.
Dinner and chatting. DJ from 22:00.

3rd August, Saturday
Guided tour to Anykščiai
10:00
Meeting point - VGTU dormitory (Saulėtekio al. 39A, Vilnius).
Narrow gauge railway of Aukštaitija, otherwise Siaurukas, is a
unique open air museum, which celebrated its 114 anniversary this
year. Anykščiai Railway Station in is a unique technical,
architectural and cultural monument of the 19th and 20th centuries.
Historical two-storey station building, residential houses for railway
workers, water tower, storehouse, spacious cobbled square and
steel bridge over the Šventoji River have been preserved within this
complex up to the present days.
Visit to Horse museum with bread baking educational programme and traditional Lithuanian lunch. Looking at the dough-trough in the
farmhouse. A story about making bread: rye sowing, trashing, grinding, baking bread and treating it with respect. A practical task is to bake a
little loaf of bread.
OPTIONAL. Alpine-coaster ride invites you to visit Kalita mountain and experience the speed of the wind and a trip full of adrenaline. Kalita hill
is unique by its relief and it gives a possibility to get different sensations by the going down in the speed of 40 km/h. Price – 5 Lt per ride.

